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PRESIDENT’S REPORT
Transmitter June 2022

Heavy Weather – Wet, Wet, Wet
Thanks also to members for their patience while it was just too wet to fly off the surface. I did notice
some hand launching, and some balloon tyres aircraft operating during this period. Some members
just need an RC fix each week!
I was able to complete a couple of flights on Sunday 29th May using my little 25 powered eFlight Pulse.
Didn’t take long to reach terminal velocity on the take-off run across grass/water but lifted off
smoothly. Executing a gentle touchdown was followed by significant deceleration, by she remained
on the wheels.
More westerly winds and less rain please! Richard Symes [Peter Cutler Coordinator] and I will make a
call on the Scale day in the coming Days.

Scale Day – Calling all Junior Pilots!
Junior Pilots, we need you to grab your best scale like aircraft and come to the Scale Day! There is a
trophy for the best Junior Pilot to be won.
It’s a relaxed day, with the emphasis is on scale flight and no aircraft documentation is required.

Issue with Septic System Resolved
As a result of the rains, we have had to temperately stop using the toilet block, while works on the
septic tang are undertaken.

The issue was the tank popped up out of the ground disconnecting the plumbing from the toilet block
and the septic trenches.
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Works were undertaken to lift the tank out of the ground and re implement the anchoring of the tank
to the ground.

Works were completed and the toilet block re-opened on Tuesday 31st May. A huge thank you to Will
Sipma for engaging plumbers and coordinating the works. Love you work Will.
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Further to this, the Committee will be submitting an application to Council for Flood support to assist
with the cost of the repairs.

Hobby Expo Pilots
This year we are running our Hobby Expo Event on Sunday 14th August. Each year we run this event
we struggle to get enough TMAC pilots to participate. Please consider participating this year, and
contact Pat Wilson or George Atkinson to discuss.
Requirements are:
1. Pilots. MAAA Gold Wings standard competence.
2. Aircraft. Any aircraft is acceptable. We need as many aircraft in the air as possible. Pat and the
team will organise you into an appropriate category.
3. On the Day. Turn up and register. Have a fun day flying.
Please contact George Atkinson to express you interest and get more details.
Please see more detail elsewhere in this newsletter.

TMAC Projects
We have two projects in progress. No update as at the date of publishing.
1. Western Pits, Pilot’s Position, and disabled access upgrade. The Grant application has been
submitted and closed on 31st March. Thanks Project Manager to Will Sipma.
2. Weather Station and Video feed. This has been prices and a grant application submitted.
Thanks to Project Manager Richard Symes.
More on these once we know the outcome of the grants process.

TMAC General Meetings
General meetings are held on the first Wednesday of each month (Except January) at the Carina
Leagues Club.
General Meetings upcoming will be held as follows:




June.
July.
August

7:30pm Wednesday 1st.
7:30pm Wednesday 6th July.
7:30pm Wednesday 3th August.

Please refer to the 2022 Events Calendar for further General Meeting dates.

Heavy Model & Turbine Certification
Just a reminder that all models over seven kilograms dry weight are required to have a heavy model
certification to comply with our insurance requirements. The certification needs to be renewed
periodically, or when the aircraft has had significant repair.
If you have a model in either of these categories that does not have a heavy model certificate, please
contact the secretary for a list of Heavy Model Inspectors.
Remember, if you heavy model of Turbine model is not certified, a claim against the MAAA
insurance claim may be declined.

Event Calendar 2022
Upcoming events for 2022 are as follows:
1. June.
Sunday 19th.Scale Day/ Peter Cutler Trophy.
2. July.
Sunday 17th,Electric Fly-in.
3. August. Sunday 14th.Air Show.
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MONTH DATE

June 2022

Wed 1
Sat 4
Sun 19
Sat 18

July 2022

Wed 6
Sat 9
Sun 17
Sun 31

August 2022

Wed 3
Sat 6
Sun 14
Tue 23
Sun 28

EVENT TYPE

EVENT DETAILS

General Meeting
(7.30pm, Carina Leagues Club)
BRISBANE ASTRONOMICAL SOCIETY
Non-Flying Event
(Porter Field 6.30pm - 9.00pm)
SCALE DAY/ PETER CUTLER TROPHY
Event
(Porter Field 8.00am - 2.00pm) [Camping Allowed]
BRISBANE ASTRONOMICAL SOCIETY
Non-Flying Event
(Porter Field 6.30pm - 9.00pm)
General Meeting
Meeting
(7.30pm, Carina Leagues Club)
BRISBANE ASTRONOMICAL SOCIETY
Non-Flying Event
(Porter Field 6.30pm - 9.00pm)
ELECTRIC FLY-IN
Event
(Porter Field 8.00am - 2.00pm).
August Newsletter Published
Newsletter
Meeting

(NOTE: Contributions close one week prior)

General Meeting
(7.30pm, Carina Leagues Club)
BRISBANE ASTRONOMICAL SOCIETY
Non-Flying Event
(Porter Field 6.30pm - 9.00pm)
RC Air Show
Event
(Porter Field 8.30am - 1.00pm)
MAAQ Annual General Meeting
MAAQ
(Conference Call 7:00pm)
SCAF Warbirds [Camping Allowed]
Event
(Porter Field 8.00am - 2.00pm)
Meeting

CO-ORDINATOR
Secretary
m: 0412 525 127

Gregor Kruberg
p: 3847 7797
Phil Gartshore
Richard Symes (Peter Cutler)

Gregor Kruberg
p: 3847 7797

Secretary
m: 0412 525 127

Gregor Kruberg
p: 3847 7797

Mark Kruse
m: 0403 815 701

Mark Kruse
e: editor@tmac.asn.au

Secretary
m: 0412 525 127

Gregor Kruberg
p: 3847 7797

Pat Wilson
m: 0417 493 785

MAAQ Secretary.
e: secretary@maaq.org

Noel Stewart
m: 0412 525 127

Membership Renewal Time
It’s that time again. Membership Renewal forms will be emailed by the Secretary to members this
week. The PDF can be completed using the Fill & Sign function in Adobe Reader. Remember to
complete your payment details, then email the saved PDF to Registrar along with proof of payment.
Hard copies will be placed in the Canteen after the 1st of June for those who need a Copy.

Your Obligations under Porter Field Area Approval
Just a reminder about your obligations under the Porter Field Area Approval. Please assume that nonmembers may be around at any time. Just like making threats to aviation at airports, do not make
jokes about these requirements at any time:
 Radio Range Check. Pilots shall successfully complete a range check as per the manufacturer’s
recommendation prior to the first flight of the day.
 Fail-safe Check. Pilots shall test the radio fail-safe function (where fitted) for correct operation
prior to the first flight of the day.
 Pre-flight Air-worthiness Check. Pilots shall conduct a pre-flight check of aircraft prior to
every flight to ensure airworthiness. All control surfaces are to be checked to ensure they are
not binding and are operating correctly.
 Height Limit. The maximum height limit is 400ft AGL at Porter Field.

Reporting Crashes outside Porter Field Boundary
Finally, a reminder that you must provide a written report to the Secretary if you crash an aircraft
outside the Porter Field boundary. Remember, never admit liability; leave it to our insurers.
Providing a report is not a reflection on the pilot but provides a record should the club be
served with a claim against the MAAA insurance policy.
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For Safety – Restrain your aircraft!
If you have any questions or issues, please contact me (president@tmac.asn.au).
Regards,
Phil Gartshore
President.

Administrative By-Law 16 - Code of Conduct
Objective:

The objective of this By-Law is:
1. To define the Code of Conduct;
2. To provide guidance for members behaviour at the Club.

By-Law.
Introduction.
The Code of Conduct comprises key areas of our rules, bi-laws, MOP’s and Commonwealth
Government legislation. It is central to the constitution of this club and how we engage with and treat
each other as members.

Code of Conduct Elements
1.

To encourage and foster friendship between aero modellers. (TMAC Rules)

2.

Develop a spirit of co-operation and reciprocity in all matters of mutual interest. (TMAC
Rules)

3.

Respect the rights, dignity and worth of others. (Com Gov legislation and MAAA M.O.P. 041)

4.

Be ethical, fair and honest in all dealings with others. (Com Gov legislation and MAAA M.O.P.
041)

5.

Be responsible and accountable for our conduct. (Com Gov legislation and MAAA M.O.P. 041)

6.

To encourage a Harassment and Bullying free environment. (Com Gov legislation and MAAA
M.O.P. 041)

7.

Always place the safety and welfare of children above other considerations. (Com Gov
legislation and MAAA M.O.P. 041)

End Administrative By-Law 16 - Code of Conduct.
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Secretary’s Report
Transmitter June 2022

Weather

Well as the President has mentioned and when we thought we had come out of the BIG WET with an
accessible field, the rain came again and again. Our strip is definitely seen its fair share of water this
year and is looking green and great however under the surface there is a lot of water that just hasn’t
got anywhere to go. We need warm sunny days to get an improvement and the water drained from in
front of the pits. Right now we have half a runway, western taxiway to end of strip is sodden, so please
be careful.

Events

A reminder to support the up coming events, we would like to see many members coming out and
having fun, a fly and a feed. Also with the Air Show only a few months away we need more volunteers
to help Pat and Lyn, I will be sending out emails to remind members of the areas we still need help in.

Membership Fees
With the MAAA conference and MAAQ meeting now behind us, information regarding national and
state fee structure has been shared allowing the committee to move forward with producing our 2022
-2023 membership fees & forms.
Fee structure in short:
• MAAA. This will remain the same as the previous year.
• MAAQ. This will remain the same as the previous.
• TMAC. The committee is in agreement that this year that the TMAC fee component should have an
increase, this is due the CPI increase of 6% and the sky rocketing costs of fuel to maintain our field.
This year there will only be two forms. Please refer to copy accompanying this newsletter for renewal
and the website for new members.
• Member Renewal Form.
To be used only by renewing members with an AUS number until June 30th 2022.
• Membership Application Form.
To be used only by new members without an AUS number for 2022-2023.

Covid
Just a reminder that we are still in a pandemic, so a maximum of five pilots in the pilot’s box and keep
the social distancing up. Remember to wash your hands before you go into the canteen to make you
tea and coffees. Wear a mask if you cannot social distance and if you are sick, stay at home.
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Rules and safety

So let me remind members again, every year when we renew our membership we sign a section that
states “I agree to comply with the Rules and By-Laws, and subsequent variations as may be
promulgated from time to time, of the Tingalpa Model Aero Club Inc. and its Insurers.” So I am still lost
for words when I see or hear about breaches to these rules and by-laws. They are there to serve a few
purposes:
1. The longevity of our club
2. A safe environment to fly
3. A friendly place to gather and socialise
Therefore the following are reminders that need to be followed without exceptions:
1. The height limit of 400 feet, it’s a big sign in front of the pilot’s box.
2. Turn early on the eastern end of the field, DO NOT fly close or over the freeway.
3. Do your safety checks before you fly models, CASA could be watching.
4. Call your intentions LOUD & CLEAR to other pilots in the pilot’s box when entering, flying
and leaving the strip.
5. Be sure to fly in the SAME DIRECTION as other pilots who are already in the circuit, if the wind
changes then the pilots need to discuss the circuit direction change
6. Be polite and courteous to all members, remembering that all members are safety officers.

Reminders
Members are reminded that aircraft that crash outside of the club’s boundary fencing needs to be
reported to the secretary in writing as soon as possible, regardless if you retrieve the model. This is so
that the club can be ahead of any issue that may arise from the incident early rather than later. Most of
the time these incidents are not an issue but occasionally as in the case of a fly away if injury of
damage or injury occurs and a claim ensures we have prior knowledge of the details and so I can get
the paperwork rolling asap.
Remember safety first and safe flying,
Mark Kruse
Secretary

HEIGHT LIMIT
400 FEET
(Civil Aviation Safety Regulations 1998 – Part 101)
NO FLYING THIS SIDE OF THE FLIGHT STRIP
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TINGALPA MODEL AERO CLUB Inc.
MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE NOMINATION FORM 2022
I ............................................ .................... being a financial member of the Association, and
Name

AUS Number

eligible to hold office in accordance with Associations Incorporation Act 1981 (QLD), and TMAC Inc.
Rules and By-Laws, hereby accept nomination for the position of .......................................... , and am
willing to act in that office if elected.
..................................................... (Nominee)3
Signature

.............................................................

...........................

..................................................... (Proposer)1

.............................................................

...........................

..................................................... (Seconder)1

Name
Name

AUS Number
AUS Number

Signature
Signature

Notes:
1. Nominees must be proposed and seconded by two members eligible to vote in accordance with the rules.
2. All nomination forms shall be submitted to the Secretary no later than 5:00pm on Wednesday, 17th August 2022.
3. Please consider the following extract from the Act, when nominating for the committee.

ASSOCIATIONS INCORPORATION ACT 1981 - SECT 61A
61A Eligibility for election to a management committee
(1) A person is not eligible to be elected as a member of an incorporated association’s management
committee if—
(a) the person has been convicted—
(i) on indictment; or
(ii) summarily and sentenced to imprisonment, other than in default of payment of a fine; and
(b) the rehabilitation period in relation to the conviction has not expired.
(1A) Also, a person is not eligible to be elected as a member of an incorporated association’s management
committee if—
(a) under the Bankruptcy Act 1966 (Cwlth) or the law of an external territory or another country, the
person is an undischarged bankrupt; or
(b) the person has executed a deed of arrangement under the Bankruptcy Act 1966 (Cwlth), part X or a
corresponding law of an external territory or another country and the terms of the deed have not been
fully complied with; or
(c) the person’s creditors have accepted a composition under the Bankruptcy Act 1966 (Cwlth), part X or
a corresponding law of an external territory or another country and a final payment has not been made
under the composition.
(2) In this section— rehabilitation period has the meaning given in the Criminal Law (Rehabilitation of
Offenders) Act 1986.
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Excellence Award Nominations close 27th July 2022.
Origin of the Trophy
In February 1986, Life Member, Jack Richters donated twenty dollars to the Club for a trophy, without
any conditions attaching as to its form or purpose. At a meeting held on 15 April 1986, the
Management Committee decided to supplement the donation to create a perpetual trophy to be
known as the "LIFE MEMBERS' TROPHY". At a meeting held on 5 May 2021, the Management
Committee decided to rename the perpetual trophy to be known as the "EXCELLENCE AWARD
TROPHY". The change was to remove confusion in the name whereby it may have been thought that
receiving the award made the member a Life Member of the Club. At the meeting it was also agreed
that a new perpetual Trophy would be struck and be called the Excellence Award trophy.
Conditions of Award
1. The trophy shall be an award for excellence. The field of achievement shall not be limited and may
include:
a. success in a prestigious aeromodelling event.
b. overcoming a physical handicap to gain aeromodelling skills.
c. voluntary service to the Club; and/or,
d. any other endeavour which describes the recipient as "an excellent Club person".
2. The trophy shall be awarded annually, inscribed with the name of the recipient and year of award,
and presented at the Club's annual general meeting.
3. The recipient shall be a member of the Club.
4. The recipient shall be selected from the nominations of other Club members.
5. There shall be no limit on the number of times any one member may win the award.
Nominations
Members are invited to submit nominations for the 2022 award, in writing (by letter or on a form
provided), delivered to the Secretary in a sealed or by email before Wednesday 27th July. The
Nomination Form is provided below and can be obtained at Porter Field, from the Secretary or at the
June General Meeting.
Nominations Close on 27th July 2022.
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EXCELLENCE AWARD TROPHY
NOMINATION
I, .............................................................. AUS: ................................... being a financial member of the Association,
hereby nominate the following Club member as a candidate for the 2022 Excellence Award Trophy:
Nominee:.....................................................................................................................................
Reason(s) for the nomination:
1..................................................................................................................................................
2..................................................................................................................................................
3..................................................................................................................................................
4. .............................................................................................................................................
Signed ..................................
NOTE: Nominations to be submitted to the Secretary by 27th July 2022
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Buster Danvers Award Nominations close
Tuesday 9th August 2022
Origin of the Trophy
This trophy originated with Ken Hollingsworth – Veterinarian and ex. Member of the TMAC, and good
friend of the late Allen Danvers. Allen had a dog named BUSTER who spent a considerable amount of
time at the vets being treated for cane toad poisoning. Regardless of what Allen did, BUSTER could not
be discouraged from this pursuit. Ken Hollingsworth & Allen decided to inaugurate an Annual Trophy
dedicated to the tenacity of BUSTER.
This trophy is to be awarded to a TMAC member who regardless of how difficult their aeromodelling
journey is, they never give up, just like the tenacity of BUSTER.
Conditions of Award
1. This trophy is to be awarded to a TMAC member who regardless of how difficult their aeromodelling
journey is, they never give up.
2. The trophy shall be awarded annually, inscribed with the name of the recipient and year of award,
and presented at the Club's annual general meeting.
3. The recipient shall be a member of the Club.
4. The recipient shall be selected from the nominations of other Club members.
5. There shall be no limit on the number of times any one member may win the award.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

BUSTER DANVER’S TROPHY
NOMINATION
I, .............................................................. AUS: .................................... being a financial member of the Association,
hereby nominate the following Club member as a candidate for the 2022 Buster Danver’s Trophy:
Nominee:.....................................................................................................................................
Reason(s) for the nomination:
1..................................................................................................................................................
2..................................................................................................................................................
3..................................................................................................................................................
4. ................................................................................................................................................
Signed ..................................
NOTE: Nominations to be submitted to the Secretary 9th August 2022
14
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Corporal Peter Cutler Memorial Trophy
Objective:
The objective of this By-Law is:
1. To award a member for presenting the best scale model in static display at the Peter Cutler
Memorial Scale Day, as determined by a panel of judges.

By-Law
History
On 11 March 1987, Peter John Cutler, a former member of the Club (6 September 1983 to 30
April 1986), was killed during an army exercise. He was 29 years of age. At the time of his
death he was a member of No. 1 Signal Regiment, stationed at Enoggera Army Base, and was
transmitting a message from the enclosed rear compartment of a Landrover when the driver
misjudged a turn, and the vehicle rolled upside down into a ditch. The driver and another
passenger escaped uninjured.
Peter was, for a number of years, a keen scale modeller and a member of the Wagga Model
Aero Club before his posting to Brisbane. To perpetuate his memory his wife Brenda, children
Rebecca and Matthew, parents Athol and Marie, and brothers Stephen and Gregory donated
trophies to the Wagga and Tingalpa Clubs to be contested in scale competition.
The title of the award is the "CPL PETER CUTLER MEMORIAL TROPHY" (hereinafter referred
to as the "Trophy").
The first contest for the "Trophy" was at the Club's annual Scale Rally, held on 21 June
1987. The name of the event was subsequently changed to the Peter Cutler Memorial Scale
Day and conducted under that title on 3 July 1988.
It is the wish of the donors that the "Trophy" remain in the custody of the Club at all
times. Each year the donors will provide a replica of the "Trophy" for presentation to and
retention by its winner.
It is envisaged that when the Club has a Club House, the "Trophy" will be kept therein together
with suitably framed photographs of the winners' models.

Contest for the "Trophy"
1. The contest for the "Trophy" shall be between TMAC members registered to participate at
the Peter Cutler Memorial Scale Day, and presented to the member who achieves the
highest score for a scale model in static display as determined by a panel of judges.
2. Winning shall be conditional upon the demonstrated ability of the model to remain
airborne in controlled flight for not less than one minute on the day of the event.
3. The "Trophy" cannot be won twice with the same model.
4. The winner of the "Trophy" will not be eligible to receive any other trophy awarded for
static display in any other section of the event.
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Peter Cutler Memorial Scale Day
1. The Peter Cutler Memorial Scale Day shall:
a) be held once in each calendar year,
b) not be held on any weekend adjoined by any public holiday,
c) be MAAQ sanctioned and governed by all of the conditions applicable to sanctioned
events,
d) be controlled by the member of the Management Committee appointed as Event Coordinator for this event.
e) be open to any person in possession of a current FAI Class F Aeromodels Licence,
f) be contested in a suitable format for scale models as determined by the Management
Committee. Provided that the contest for the "Trophy" shall be conducted in
accordance with the conditions prescribed herein.
g)not be bound by any of the generally accepted rules for scale competition. For example;
scale documentation, engine capacity, source of construction materials, dummy pilot,
precision manoeuvres or any other condition which will detract from the concept of a
"low key" event.

Judging
1. The Event Co-ordinator, or a member nominated by the Event Co-ordinator, shall invite
suitably qualified persons to be judges.
2. The panel of judges shall be comprised of not less than three or more than five persons.
3. TMAC members who are contestants for the "Trophy" shall not be invited to be judges.
4. Judging shall be based on the standard of construction and realism, and scored to a
maximum of 100 points.
5. Models to be judged may be subjected to close scrutiny provided they are not handled by
the judges.
6. Judges shall not discuss any aspect of the construction of a model with its owner.
7. Members of the panel shall judge independently of each other.
8. The judges' scores shall be averaged and collated by the Event Co-ordinator, or a member
or members nominated by the Event Co-ordinator.
9. If two or more models are judged to be equal, the panel shall rejudge those models to
determine an outright winner. The panel members may conduct this process
independently or by consultation between themselves.
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EDITOR’S NOTE
A huge thank you to Will, once again saving the day even though he’s just got out of surgery. Not too many
people can say that they put their heart and soul into our club like Will and for a bloody long time too.

Wanted / For Sale
Wanting to buy or sell aircraft, parts or plans through the newsletter, send the details to
editor@tmac.asn.au

RC Aircraft Builder

Hi my name is Gerard I am also a professional carpenter who has osteoarthritis in both knees so
putting my skills to RC model building which I have been doing on and off for some time now. Please
call 0411883735 or email gerard20@bigpond.com
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Fund Raising
Hey how about helping the club out with your recyclable cans and bottles, bring them into the club and
place them in the bin in the canteen.

Flash Backs & Tips
Looking for old or new photos of planes, helicopters or members and aircraft tips for the newsletter.
Please forward them to me at editor@tmac.asn.au

MEMBERS’ PRIDE & JOY
Next issue
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TINGALPA MODEL AERO CLUB
ORDER FORM
2021 CLUB POLO SHIRTS
NAME…………………………………………
CONTACT NUMBER………………………
POLO SHIRT SIZE…………………………
QTY……………….
SHORT SLEEVE ($45.00EA) YES/NO
LONG SLEEVE ($50.00EA)
YES/NO
CROSS OUT WHICHEVER IS NOT APPLICABLE
(SHORT SLEEVE SHIRT/S WILL BE ORDERED IF NOT CROSSED OUT).
AMOUNT PAID $.....................
RECIEPT NUMBER……………….
DATE………………………………….
LYN WILSON

WOBBY WINGS
Information, tips and tricks on wings manoeuvres.
Welcome back to a series of Transmitter columns that is aimed at taking the mystery out of
performing Fixed Wing Bronze to Gold Wings manoeuvres. The author doesn’t claim to be the font of
all knowledge and has drawn on all sorts of information from other flyers, publications, and the
Internet. The so-called tips & tricks are just that; useful to some pilots but perhaps not to others.
Hopefully, they may cause a light bulb to go on in your head for that manoeuvre you are struggling
with.
Loops
We continue our series of Transmitter columns aimed at taking the mystery out of performing Fixed
Wing Bronze/Gold Wings manoeuvres. The author doesn’t claim to be the font of all knowledge and has
drawn on all sorts of information from other flyers, publications, and the Internet. The so-called tips &
tricks are just that; useful to some pilots but not to others. Hopefully, they may cause a light bulb to go
on in your head for that manoeuvre you may struggling with.
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If you have how-to questions or comments about the column, please feel free to email them to the
address at the end of the column.
A loop must have by definition, a constant radius. It starts and ends in a well-defined line that, for a
complete loop, will be horizontal. The biggest obstacle to doing a good loop is trying to get it perfectly
round. The Gold Wings test requires you to perform three loops from the left and three loops from the
right.
Start by flying the aircraft with enough power to maintain straight and level flight. To initiate the loop,
start to feed in up elevator so the nose of the model pitches up. You will need to add throttle to maintain
airspeed. Keep adding up elevator and throttle until the aircraft is upside down and then start to
throttle back a little. Keep adding up elevator to keep the aircraft going around the circle. As the nose
of the model starts to point down reduce the throttle to avoid overspeeding the model. Once the plane
has reached level flight again, finish up by adding enough throttle to sustain straight and level flight.

Loops must be of constant radius , and the
aircraft must travel at constant speed .

You will also need varying degrees of right rudder to keep your nose on track. Coming over the top,
you’ll want to smoothly cut back on the power, lessen the elevator, maybe even apply slight down
pressure to keep the circle round. As you pass the top of the loop you’ll want to start feeding in
progressively more elevator to keep the loop round.
If a strong breeze is blowing, you will need to power up sooner than normal and use more elevator than
usual to keep the wind from blowing you so far out your loop looks more like an oblong circle. When
flying into wind at the start of a loop you will want to apply elevator more slowly to maintain the shape
of the loop, as the wind is moving in the opposite direction to the aircraft heading. When flying
downwind, apply more elevator to maintain the shape of the loop, as the wind is moving in the same
direction to the aircraft heading.
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Here are some common mistakes:

Pear shaped loop

Egg shaped loop

Please! Go and practice
some more.

Pear shaped loops commonly occur executing loops downwind. Use more elevator entering the loop
and then release some of the elevator and keep the power up going over the top to allow the aircraft to
penetrate back into the wind to keep the loop round.
Egg shaped loops can occur when executing loops into a strong headwind. Remember to use less
elevator entering the loop and more coming down to keep the loop round. Reduce power going over
the top.
Make your loops larger rather than smaller; larger loops lets you see what happening, gives you more
control, and gives you the ability to correct the aircraft track during the manoeuvre.
Practice executing one perfect loop before proceeding to practice two in a row. Remember your second
and third loops need to be concentric with the first one, so fly a small amount of horizontal flight at the
top or bottom of the loop to maintain position.
Tips for Perfect Loops
•

Start with the wings perfectly level;

•

Vary the elevator and throttle to keep the loops round and the speed constant;

•

Practice keeping the wings level and correcting heading as you progress through the loop. You
must enter the next loop on the same heading as you entered the previous one, with wings level.

•

Master one perfect loop before progressing to two and three in a row.
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Tingalpa Model Aero Club Inc.

Scale Day
th

Sunday 19 June 2022

Come and have a relaxed day flying any reasonable rendition of a
full scale aircraft. Judging will focus of scale flight; so no 200kmph
Cubs!

No documentation required – Electric, IC, Gas, Turbine or
Glider.
Pilots registration from 7:30am.
MAAA Licence and overweight certificates required.

YOU BE THE JUDGE!

Registered Pilots judge the best scale flights.

Pilot briefing 8:00am.
Catering: Breakfast from 7:30am, Snacks and Drinks
st

nd

rd

Trophies: Best Junior Pilot & Pilots’ Choice 1 , 2 , & 3

Come along and have a fun day!
Fly as often as you like.

Convenor: Phil Gartshore m: 0407 070 263 e: president@tmac.asn.au
Location: Porter Field, Stanton Road West, Tingalpa QLD 4173,
turn into Graystone Street from Wynnum Road, then to Minnippi Parklands.
Limited Camping Available – Contact Secretary
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Once again, I have volunteered to be the Co-Ordinator of the Tingalpa Model Aero Club’s “2022
TINGALPA AIRSHOW & HOBBY EXPO”
I am looking for pilots from this club and other clubs to participate in this year’s TINGALPA
AIRSHOW & HOBBY EXPO on Sunday 14th August 2022. Pilots must have the equilavant of
GOLD WING STANDARD before being permitted to fly. CALLERS must have the equivalent
of BRONZE WING standard.
I am looking for helicopter pilots, World War I, World War II, Turbine jets, EDF jets, gliders and
everyday planes. I am also looking pilots to participate in a fly past at the official opening, learner
pilot, streamer chasing pilots and everything in between. Size of your model is not relevant. You
MUST have a current MAAA licence.
Should you not wish to fly but you have great model/s sitting at home, please, bring them along for
the static display.
I will also be looking for people to assist with the setting up/down of the field on Saturday 13th and
Sunday 14th. Further I will require 2 people as flight-line controllers for the flight line, persons for
the Public Address work and many others for general assistance on the Sunday. Also required is
people to assist Lyn & Russell in the canteen.
Nomination form is available at www.tmac.asn.au.
Please talk to me at the field should you wish to participate or contact me on 0417493785.
Thanks in advance
Pat Wilson
26
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ALLEN DANVERS CHALLENGE
NORFOLK ISLAND
th

nd

Saturday 15 October – Saturday 22 October, 2022

Take up the challenge
Get Ready, Get Set , Fly!
Come & join the fun of an overseas
Tingalpa Model Aero Club weekend
fly-in on Norfolk Island! Meet the
locals who share their favourite
flying spots around the Island.
All model aero plane fans are invited
to join in the fun with the Tingalpa
Model Aero Club Norfolk Island FlyIn. Enjoy a week of flying and
socialising among local club
members and visitors.
There will be some indoor night
flying – to cover all conditions.
Bring your big planes, indoor flying
and gliders to cover all conditions.
Combine this unique event with
plenty of time to immerse yourself in
the beauty of Norfolk Island.
Convenor: Will Sipma
m: +61 409 852 694
e: will.sipma@tmac.asn.au
Norfolk Island Contact: Gary McCoy
m: +61 6723 23604
e: foxy.norfolkisland@gmail.com
Travel: www.norfolkislandtravelcentre.com
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